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THE AUSTRALIAN

Beyond grief
A cross-cultural aerial show about teen
suicide and a stuntman who toys with

death? Meet the artists exploring a
taboo.

By ROSEMARY NEILL

Like many stuntmen, Samuel Gilbert Scott made his living by cheating
death. For years, the 19th-century American showman dived or jumped off
ship’s masts, cliffs, chimneys and bridges — sometimes with a rope around
his neck — and survived.

“This guy toyed with his own mortality and took such incredible risks’,” says
theatre director Josh Bond, who developed a fascination with Scott while he
was a young man and working as a circus acrobat.

“He was doing these stunts as public spectacle. He was a stuntman and
performer in much the same way Houdini was.”

The ex-sailor’s exploits attracted bumper crowds. But eventually, perhaps
inevitably, Scott’s stunts ended in tragedy. In 1841, while attempting to dive
off London’s Waterloo Bridge into the murky Thames, his neck became
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caught in a rope. In front of hundreds of spectators who assumed this mishap
was part of his act, the daredevil was slowly strangled.

Nearly two centuries on, Scott’s legend — and its false promise of
immortality — features in a bold new theatre work, Man With The Iron Neck,
which also tackles a seemingly unrelated and highly sensitive subject: the
aftermath of suicide.

This edgy, startling work is a collaboration between co-director Bond,
indigenous writer and actress Ursula Yovich and leading physical theatre
company Legs on the Wall. The multiform, cross-cultural production is a
centrepiece of this year’s Brisbane Festival, and combines Yovich’s spare,
emotionally powerful script with audacious aerial work and a video design
projected on to a curved, cinema-like screen.

Legs on the Wall’s senior creative producer Cecily Hardy says the project
evolved from a one-man show devised by Bond, then an aspiring artist, 17
years ago. “We have this grainy, hilariously bad-quality video of him as a
much younger man with more hair,” Hardy jokes. His draft solo work
“focused around his obsession with this story about this man with the iron
neck, and how that fed into his own experience of a very close family
member’s suicide. Since then, it’s had this amazing, long journey.”

Bond’s concept dovetailed neatly with Legs on the Wall’s signature
performing style, “whereby physicality takes over when the words are not
enough”, says Hardy. Eventually, the company engaged the Helpmann
award-winning Yovich to turn Bond’s concept into a play for four indigenous
characters.

Known for her performances in feature films such as Jindabyne and
Australia, Yovich “had been winning awards all over town … and this is a
story that Ursula knows”, says the producer.

As well as revisiting Scott’s exploits, Man With The Iron Neck explores how
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an Aboriginal family deals with the suicide of a loved one — teenage AFL
player Bear, performed with astounding athleticism by Mark Coles Smith.

Although he is on the cusp of stardom, Bear takes his life after another
player hurls a racial insult at him. There are other forces at work — a history
of suicide within Bear’s family, his fragile self-esteem, and two centuries of
dispossession that have cumulatively made indigenous people feel as if they
are “nobodies”.

The show portrays the incalculable emotional cost borne by a family that
loses a child to suicide — along with the survivors’ resilience. Yovich plays
Bear’s mother, Rose, who goes into shock and needs sedation after her son’s
death but eventually finds a way to reconcile her grief with her need to live.

During a break from rehearsals, Yovich says her script explores how
“healing is not a process that you go through and then that’s it. That pain, it’s
always gonna be there. How do you cope with the pain? You either carry it
all on your own or you share it and express it and find ways through it.”

With her mother incapacitated, Bear’s teenage sister Evelyn (Caleena
Sansbury) must plan her twin’s funeral while grappling with her anger at his
death. “He didn’t talk to anyone,” she laments. “He didn’t talk. It’s so f..kin’
final.” From Bear’s best friend Ash (Tibian Wyles) there is bewilderment:
“Why’d ya do it?” — a question to which there is no wholly satisfactory
answer for those left behind.

Bond, the originator of this unconventional work, grew up between Tasmania
and Elcho Island (Galiwin’ku), off the Arnhem Land coast. He speaks a local
Aboriginal dialect and identifies as indigenous. Now 37, he calls a local
traditional woman “Mum”.

The former artistic associate at Circus Oz reveals that at 16, while living on
Elcho, he learned a 19-year-old “cousin-brother” had killed himself. “It
deeply affected me,” he says.
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Informed by that premature death, this production will “physicalise some of
those emotions and show what it’s like when you receive news that makes
you feel as if you’ve been hit by a Mack truck (semi-trailer)”. With their
dance backgrounds, the younger indigenous performers move like seasoned
trapeze artists, though their aerial training was conducted across weeks rather
than months.

This is the first play Yovich has written solo. Is it daunting to be taking on
such a sensitive subject, in such an unorthodox way? “Absolutely,” she says.
“It is tricky and there’s a lot of fear around it. Are we doing the right thing?
Is this going to be received well? Is it going to have the effect that we want it
to have? It’s a fine line because it is a touchy subject.” She and Bond
consulted experts from Suicide Prevention Australia and Headspace as they
juggled the imperatives of exploring youth suicide honestly while
discouraging copycat behaviour. Says Bond: “As it’s referred to as an
epidemic and a contagion, we want to be really careful.”

Nevertheless, as it juxtaposes a devastating teenage suicide with Scott’s
daredevil antics, this show is anything but tame. Review recently attended a
private preview in a bright red metal shed in Sydney’s inner west that serves
as Legs on the Wall’s rehearsal space. Even at this early stage, the production
is as visually stunning as it is deeply moving.

We travel back in time and see Bear and his twin sister as foetuses, entwined
in their mother’s womb in midair — a scene infused with grace, wonder and
the infinite promise of new life. Later, characters experiencing emotional
turmoil are swallowed whole by a couch; a towering ghost gum is both an
accessory to death and a metaphor for the kind of solace found only in
nature.

A symbol of the ordinary Australian back yard, the Hills hoist, becomes a
kind of trapeze — a manifestation of the roiling emotions Bear’s best friend,
mother and sister navigate after he kills himself. A visual reference to 200
years of dispossession, including frontier raids, culminates with a blood stain
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blossoming across the video screen like a malignant camellia.

Co-director Gavin Robins is a Helpmann award-winning movement
specialist who has worked on large-scale shows including King Kong and the
Sydney Olympics opening ceremony. He admits it is a challenge to
physicalise a theme as complex as suicide.

But the man who was recently appointed head of movement at the National
Institute of Dramatic Art says the show also will “celebrate and embrace the
muscularity and joy and the physical risk-taking; the sense of the body in
space, defying gravity”. The production has a further objective: “How do we
leave an audience with a sense of hope or an ability to transcend this trauma,
rather than feel that we’re wallowing in it? That’s been our challenge, and
hopefully we can overcome that.”

In a joint statement, Bond and Yovich say that “surviving is tough when it’s
taboo to speak about the act of suicide and the pain that comes with it”.
Yovich says this silence exists inside and outside indigenous communities.
“It’s not just about blackfellas,’’ says the Darwin-reared performer and
writer. “In general, people don’t talk about these issues, or mental health
issues either. People find it easier to try to heal without talking, but I think
that sometimes talking will help. We must be able to discuss the measures we
need in different communities.”

Yovich is part Serbian, part Burarra — her mother is from the traditional Top
End community Maningrida. “Luckily for me, I haven’t experienced suicide
within my immediate family, but within my extended family — cousins —
no one is left untouched,” she says.

At 37, Bond is no longer throwing himself off elevated platforms or
performing backflips. “I have hung those boots up,” he says. He is the
founder of the Chooky Dancers from Elcho Island, whose tongue-in-cheek
mashup of Zorba the Greek and indigenous dance routines became a touring
and YouTube sensation. Their Zorba the Greek Yolngu style clip has been
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viewed almost three million times and they have toured nationally and
internationally. Also known as Djuki Mala, the troupe performed at the
Edinburgh Festival Fringe in July and last month.

Interestingly, Bond says he once asked these dancers if they had relatives
who had killed themselves. Every dancer raised a hand.

Bond points out that while Australia’s indigenous youth suffer from one of
the world’s highest suicide rates, this is also a growing problem among the
wider community. According to the Australian Bureau of Statistics, suicide is
the leading cause of death for Australians aged between 15 and 44, while the
suicide rate among indigenous Australians is twice that of the wider
community. Says Bond: “The rate is incredibly high among the fly-in, fly-out
workforce and, after that, victims of domestic violence and sexual assault.
Looking into it further, it’s not just the (indigenous) bush communities. It’s
in the Kimberley, in Perth — holy shit, it’s f..kin’ everywhere.”

Man With The Iron Neck has been brought to fruition at a time of crisis for
Legs on the Wall (which its staff refer to affectionately as Legs). In 2016, in
a round of funding cuts that affected several prominent performing arts
companies, Legs was stripped of its Australia Council grant, even though it
is one of the country’s most acclaimed physical theatre outfits.

Hardy was appointed as the company’s senior producer only eight weeks
before the axe fell. “I literally stared down the barrel of the board saying to
me, ‘Cecily, either this company closes or you find a way to save it’,” she
says.

The company cut wages and full-time staff and realised it would need to
survive project to project, rather than with the ongoing funding it previously
enjoyed. The Balnaves Foundation and the federal government have helped
fund Man with the Iron Neck. “Hilariously,” says Hardy, the Australia
Council came through with a project (one-off) grant. “It’s not a perfect
arrangement, but we’re here.”
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“Here” is the Red Box on a semi-industrial site in Sydney’s inner west —
there is an unceasing roar of traffic on a freeway behind us and a constant
rumbling from planes on the flight path overhead. Inside, on a set that looks
two, perhaps three storeys high, harnesses are suspended from steel girders
while a rigger wears a belt hung about with ropes and locks bigger than a
man’s fist. Performer Coles Smith is strapped into a black jacket that
resembles a life vest, so he can perform eye-popping jumps, aerial turns and
twists, and mimic in midair that baby in the womb.

The show will be launched at the Brisbane Festival, but Review understands
talks are under way to take it to other states. It requires a cast and crew of
about 20, but when it tours this will drop to 13 staff including understudies,
who are essential given the exacting physical demands placed on the key
performers.

Robins says the production’s ultimate aim is to demonstrate how the
characters “navigate their way through these traumas and obstacles in a
successful way” without “shirking away from the pain and confronting
nature of suicide”. For Bond, “the whole motivation for telling this story is
about trying to show the reasons to hang on — literally with both hands —
when life is pulling you so fiercely in one direction. It’s a story for
everyone.”

Man With The Iron Neck is at the Brisbane Powerhouse Theatre from
September 26 to 29.
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